SITUATIONAL BIOMECHANICAL PARAMETERS AT SLALOM CARVING SKIS IN TOP LEVEL SKIERS

INTRODUCTION

In a past years biomechanical investigations were oriented towards determination of kinematical parameters (time-space), dynamical parameters (force of ground reaction) as well as the situational parameters which enable the defining of the computerized simulation (training apparatus, simulators), and also the possibility of the movement structure determination through the animation.

Based at the past investigations of the skiing technique it is noticeable that more often they were the investigations of the kinematical parameters, facilitating the choice of the best body positions and certain body segments in space and time. Influence of the new skis technology (carving model) is noticeable during last years.

Realization of the biomechanical analysis of the sports technique in top level athletes is far less possible in the laboratory investigations.

Laboratory investigation of the representative sample of the athletes is possible to compensate with the TV reproduction of the top level competitions. This fact makes possible future investigations with the main goal to determine the movement structure efficiency in certain sports.

The problem of this investigation is skiing technique in alpine skiing events, or more closely the slalom technique. Problem considered is carried out in non comfortable conditions of visual comprehension which makes it harder to directly measure certain biomechanical indicators.

Aim of the investigation is to determine set (battery) of certain kinematics situational parameters, in order to improve certain movement structures in parts of the slalom turn performed with the carving skis.

METHODS

Sample of the investigation consisted of top level skiers, winners of the final slalom race at XIX Olympics, held at Salt Lake City in 2002. (Jean -Pierre VIDAL – FRA, Sebastian AMIEZ – FRA, Alain BAXTER – GBR). This was the first race of the final men’s slalom at the Deer Valley Resort track, starting at altitude of 2488m and ending at 2274m (214m difference in altitude). 58 slalom gates were set by Jesse Perkins Hovt (USA), coach of the USA team. Total of 78 competitors started the race.
Certain parts of the track were analyzed (7 segments) with final analysis of the wide part with two wide gates (20, 21) included in this paper. Starting time of the segment was 15.76 sec., and end was at 17.60 sec. (time difference 1.84 sec.). Movement direction is left (410-438 position), right (438 – 454). Mean final time at the competition was 00:48,01 sec.

**Variables of the kinematical situational space:**

1. **LENGTH** (l – meter):
   1. 2, 3. – Distance between representative parts of the system (skier-skis) and middle distance between front part of the bindings - (l-TcaS, l-TAS, l-TcrS),
   4. - Length of the vertical body axis of the skier - (l – gjBGJt)
   5. - Distance between front part of the binding left-right ski – (l-TKMS)

2. **ANGLES** - ang (degrees):
   1. – Angle of vertical body axis declination from “vertical” in sagital plane – ang-s
   2. – Angle of vertical body axis declination from “vertical” in frontal plane – ang-f
   3, 4. – Angle of the left hip (ang – sco) and right hip flexion (ang – dco)
   5, 6. – Angle of the left knee (ang sge) and right knee flexion (ang-dge)

For the analysis of the taped material we made a special program for the graphic movement and the biomechanical analysis. Existing program Quintic Biomechanics 9,03 v 11 was modified for the alpine skiing biomechanical analysis (at the Faculty of Physical Education in Pristhina). Upon the selection of the special phases of the experimental movements, derived material was taped again using Aver Media system (TV Series Software Fleet – Support Windows 2000). To determine calibration measures we used a real length of the gate pole in slalom (1.80 m) during the movement positions.
RESULT AND DISCUSSION

To keep the calibration length in the same ratio MGI photo SUITE (version 4.0, Support Windows 2000) computer program was used. Using this program certain movement positions can be enlarged or made smaller so in that way the length of the calibration measure (gate pole) would be constant. The same program enabled parallel comparison of the photos in real existing space (table 1, graph 1).

Results and discussion

In the result analysis and discussion we analyzed the results of slalom trail (segment–IIIa) taken by Jean-Pierre VIDAL – FRA.

1. LENGTH - l (meter), (table 2, diagram 1).
Differences between particular representative system points are present together with the lowest maximal values of the caudal body part, $TcaS \ 0.60 \ m$, for $TAS \ 0.90 \ m$, and for $TcrS \ 1.120 \ m$.

1-2-3 distance between system representative points ($TAS,TcrS,TcaS$) and the middle of the front bindings distance. Maximal values are present at the end of the main phase of the turn, and decrease during the contact with the inside gate pole.

Minimal values are presented at the final turn phase.

In order to determine the oscillations during the different segments of the skier-skies system, specially in sagittal plane (upwards, downwards) during the preparation and main phase of the turn, as well as the oscillation in frontal plane (left, right), during the main phase of the turn (contact moment between the system and the inside gate pole in slalom) as well in the turn exit phase (final phase of the turn) we measured:

Difference between maximal and minimal results values and their basic statistical parameters in the best way show the oscillations of the system during the transfer of the system weight between skies. Largest difference is between the center mass of the caudal part $TcaS$, approximately 0.70 m while joint mass of the system $TAS$ is less than 0.50 m, with the cranial mass $TcrS$ at 0.60m.

More distinctly visible oscillation in relations between system mass points gives us variable:

4. – length of the vertical body axis - Value of the results show us the level of the body flexion and extension during the different phases of the turn, as the result of the skiing trail configuration. Basic statistical data table show the maximum value at 0,725 m, and minimum at 0.350 m, while mean value is at 0.489 m. During the part with the open gates, the values of the vertical body axis are similar to the distance between the cranial part of the system and mean distance between the front bindings. Minimal values are present in the moment of the contact between pole and gate pole (20 a), in which those results are larger to the maximum value of 0,995 m with the mean results ranging from 0,655 to 0,797 m.

During the skiing over the skiing trail terrain and its special parts, special role has the level of the body support area of the skier which becomes of special importance during the dynamical body balance in this paper analyzed by:

5.-Distance between the left and right ski front bindings – (l-TKMS). Although system sagital balance position in slalom is more balanced (because of ski length), frontal balance position of the system during the skiing must be constantly controlled in that way that the skier controls the distance between the skies. Results analysis show two moments in which maximum results are achieved, first one at the end of the main phase of the turn when the outside ski goes past the inside ski, and second one when skier is closing to the gate pole, which is the result of the side skid at the outside ski and inside knee flexion. These mentioned values in this investigation for the mentioned segments are in the range from 0,365 m to 0,596m, with mean values from 0,218 m to 0,358 m.
2. ANGLE – (degrees), (table 3, diagram 2).

Table.-3. Angles - ang (degrees)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jean - Pierre VIDAL-FRAN (n=23)</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Variance</th>
<th>Std Dev</th>
<th>Stand Error</th>
<th>Skewness</th>
<th>Kurtosis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 lang S</td>
<td>68.1300</td>
<td>55.0000</td>
<td>89.0000</td>
<td>114.846</td>
<td>10.717</td>
<td>2.235</td>
<td>0.602</td>
<td>-0.976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 lang F</td>
<td>21.6960</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>35.0000</td>
<td>117.312</td>
<td>10.831</td>
<td>2.256</td>
<td>-0.553</td>
<td>-1.066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 lang dco</td>
<td>41.8280</td>
<td>7.0000</td>
<td>88.0000</td>
<td>543.377</td>
<td>23.321</td>
<td>4.863</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td>-0.711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 lang sco</td>
<td>61.6960</td>
<td>3.0000</td>
<td>140.0000</td>
<td>2366.585</td>
<td>48.653</td>
<td>10.186</td>
<td>0.486</td>
<td>-1.144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 lang oge</td>
<td>124.0430</td>
<td>78.0000</td>
<td>194.0000</td>
<td>534.043</td>
<td>24.167</td>
<td>5.039</td>
<td>-0.155</td>
<td>-0.866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 lang sge</td>
<td>107.6090</td>
<td>40.0000</td>
<td>173.0000</td>
<td>2173.158</td>
<td>46.617</td>
<td>9.720</td>
<td>-0.221</td>
<td>-1.531</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Angle of vertical body axis declination from the “vertical” in sagittal plane – ang-s represents movement of the vertical body axis of the skier in sagittal plane and specially movement of the caudal part body mass TcaS of the skier-skis system. When this mass TcaS is located behind the cranial part of the TcrS system, than the body is in the bent (flexed) position of the vertical body axis, and in opposite case, when the center of mass of the TcaS is located in front of the center of mass of TcrS, the body is in the straight (extension) position of the vertical body axis of the skies. This parameter shows the vertical body axis movement oscillations in sagittal plane, and the value of the amplitude of these oscillations which are defined by the angle between the vertical and horizontal body axis. Result values show the body flexion when the angle of 90° is decreasing and body extension when the angle of 0° is increasing towards 90°.

After exiting the gate, caudal part center of mass TcaS is behind cranial center of mass TcrS, that means that from body flexion, new turn begins by vertical body axis moving toward the vertical (angle increases toward value of 90°). These angle values changes most precisely determine the time duration of the first phase of the turn most precisely (transfer of systems center of mass from inside to the outside ski).

Movement continues with the extension of the body where systems caudal center of mass TcaS passes by the cranial center of mass TcrS, this means that the body extension is beginning (angle of 90° is decreasing), with angle decreasing to the moment when a pole makes contact with next gate. This can determine time duration of the main phase of the turn.

Flexion starts after the pole passes the gate, angle inclines toward the 90° value, when the caudal center of mass TcaS is behind the cranial part center of mass TcrS, and by that we can determine the time duration of the final phase of the turn.


This angle represents the oscillations of the vertical body axis in frontal plane, and specially the movement of the caudal center of mass TcaS to the right side (negative angle values) and left side (positive angle values), in relation to the vertical cranial center of mass TcrS of the skier-skis system. These oscillations are as the result of the dynamic body positions balance and their values depend on the movement
velocity of the systems center of mass. There is a force whose tendency is to eject the system skier-skis from the movement cycloid, which is the result of the central forces influence. This force should be decreased by harmonization of the transfer between gates, and especially at frontal plane (left – right) movements.

3.4. Angle of the left (ang – sco) and right hip (ang – dco) flexion. This is the angle between the vertical body axis of the skier and the axis of the thigh (right – left, inside-outside), and has angle values from 0 – 180°.

From the results of the systems TcaS caudal center of mass oscillations (left – right) is visibly clear that after exiting the last gate, vertical body axis inclines towards the center of the turn with maximum angle values from 35 do 21°. After this follows the movement towards the vertical, and angle values of 0°. These movements determine the time needed for transfer of the systems center of mass from one ski to another (first phase of the turn). Movements are continued by the body flexion towards the opposite side (next gait), until the moment when the pole passes beyond the gate, and the turn finally ends.

Hip flexion angle diagram line of the outside and inside ski, shows maximal values of the outside hip flexion from 140 – 164° at the moment when the pole passes beyond the gate. At the same moment maximum angle values of the inside hip range from 80 – 102°.

In the moment of the system mass transfer from outside to the inside ski, the inside hip flexes insignificantly, but the outside hip has already started with extension (in that way the flexion decreases and extension increases). This duration of this movement represents first phase time duration.
By continuing the main phase of the turn, extension reaches angle value of 7°. In that moment this phase ends as the outside hip flexion maintains angle values somewhat larger than minimum. At the same time flexion of the inside hip is increased significantly, especially after the pole passes beyond the gate.

5.6. Angle of flexion of the left (ang sge) and right knee (ang dge). This angle is the angle between the axis of the thigh and the axis of the shin (right – left, inside – outside) and it has values from 0 – 180°. After the pole passes beyond the gate, inside knee flexion has maximum angle values (minimal angle value is 40°), and the outside hip reaches somewhat less flexion (maximum angle value is 87°) and is maintained longer until the main phase of the turn ends.

At the same time inside hip decreases flexion to the maximum (maximum values are from 164 – 173°). Entering the final phase of the turn, outside knee maintains its flexion, while at the same time inside knee increases flexion and reaches maximum values at the moment when the pole makes a contact with the gate. This is the result of the system mass transfer from ski to ski during the first phase of the turn, and represents transformation of the inside ski in to the outside and vice versa. Second phase of the turn (phase of ski drive) stabilize the already reached body position, when body transfers from the extended to the flexed position. This body position is maintained until the pole makes contacts with the gate and passes beyond it (final phase of the turn). This movement is characterized by skiing at the outside ski or in the most cases at the outside edge of the skis. This decreases skiing velocity which tends to maintain dynamical balance position during the slalom race.

CONCLUSION

Results of the investigation show that the value increase of one parameter influences compensatory decrease of the other parameter characteristic values. Increase of the values of the certain situational kinematical biomechanical parameters can influence the improvement of the structural slalom technique movement especially at the slalom carving skis. The determination of these parameters, in this paper, open the possibility of further investigations which will be more precise, especially in determination of the shortest slalom trajectory and better results in slalom competitions. The alpine skiing movement structure, especially slalom is defined by the vertical movement amplitudes of the center of mass in skis-skier system. Lower amplitude of the oscillation, produces longer pressure at the ski surface, which increases breaking forces and decreases skis velocity.

This is the main reason for the velocity decrease during the skiing at one ski (sliding) which is typical for the skiing at traditional skis

Today we are talking about the new model of the carving skis with a pronounced side edge arch, which enables skiing at both skis equally maintaining a constant contact with a snow.

Undeniably, widely placed skis position in skiing has dual role. Firstly, it enables faster and larger side movement of the body with the grater stability of the
dynamic balance position, and secondly it enables better distribution of the mass of the skier-skis system between the inside and outside ski and vice versa.
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Skiing is a sport performed under exceptional competition conditions, especially taking into consideration environment, skiing trail with its special characteristics. It is impossible to carry out an investigation of the alpine skiing technique in laboratory conditions. Because of that it is only possible to carry it out during a competition. In this paper we selected special parts of the trail based on the predetermined goal to determine the carving slalom skis efficiency. Besides this we determined certain markers of the slalom technique that represent biomechanical situational kinematical space parameters: length with five and angle with six variables.

Besides the investigation results, after the statistical processing, we found that the certain kinematical situational variables of slalom technique at carving skis have different mutual relations.
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